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The CMS report finds that classroom instruction in social studies
increases civic and political knowledge and skills and increases political participation. CIRCLE-supported research reinforc-
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es this approach and provides more detail on the best ways
to provide instruction. From the new research, we know that:
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#60”) finds that people need political knowledge to vote and engage
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sPolitical knowledge is an important precondition for civic
participation. Research by Henry Milner (“CIRCLE Working Paper
in other forms of political participation. However, both knowledge
and participation have declined among young people in many

«

Kei Kawashima-Ginsberg,
Lead Researcher

industrialized democracies. American young people show troubling
gaps in political knowledge, even compared to their Canadian peers.
sYet, not all students receive equal civic instruction. In
“CIRCLE Working Paper #59,” Joseph Kahne and Ellen Middaugh
find that a student’s race and academic track and a school’s average
socio-economic status (SES) determine the availability of the schoolbased civic learning opportunities that promote voting and other
broader forms of civic engagement. High school students attending higher SES schools, those who are college-bound, and white
students receive more of these opportunities than low-income
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students, those not heading to college, and students of color.

Maya Enista,
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sThe civic engagement gap can be narrowed when the learn-

Constance Flanagan,
Penn State University

ing opportunity gap is reduced. “CIRCLE Working Paper #64” by
Britt Wilkenfeld examines the effects of several systems of influence
(schools, families, and neighborhoods) on civic outcomes. The author
finds that receiving a civics curriculum “appears to be more beneficial to youth attending schools in high poverty neighborhoods than
to those attending schools in low-poverty neighborhoods.” Thus the
paper indicates that the civic engagement gap can be narrowed
when the learning opportunity gap is reduced. Schools, although
implicated in the existence of a civic engagement gap, also have the
potential to narrow the gaps between different groups of students.
sDespite research that shows benefits of civics instruction,
less time is spent on social studies, but this trend began
Continued on Page 3
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before No Child Left Behind (NCLB). In grades one through

such as the war in Iraq, the Patriot Act, civil rights, and home-

five, the curriculum has narrowed over the last ten years, with

land security positively predicts students’ concern about the

more time devoted to reading and math and less to science,

unjust treatment of others. They hypothesize that “controversy

arts, and social studies. These declines, however, began in the

invites deliberation, thereby providing students with a forum

1990s before the passage of NCLB. The trends are the same in

to voice their opinions and, potentially, spark their interests.”

private and public schools and in schools with majorities of
white and minority students. These were some of the findings
of Getting Narrower at the Base: The American Curriculum
after NCLB by Peter Levine, Mark Hugo Lopez, and Karlo Barrios
Marcelo. If NCLB were the main cause of the narrowing, it would
be expected that new teachers (influenced by current expectations and pressures to emphasize English and math) would narrow their teaching, whereas veteran teachers would more likely
maintain teaching priorities from their early days in education.
The study found the reverse is true, with newer teachers providing a broader curriculum. Even though the k-12 curriculum
has not narrowed consistently, and even though NCLB is not
mainly responsible for the narrowing that has occurred, the
curriculum may still be too narrow to prepare young people
for citizenship. Extracurricular activities such as music, drama,
student journalism, and student government, are also too rare.

APPRO A C H # 2 I N C O R P O R AT E D I S C U S S I O N
OF CUR R E N T L O C A L , N AT I O N A L , A N D
INTERN AT I O N A L I S S U E S A N D E V E N T S I N T O
THE CL A S S R O O M , PA R T I C U L A R LY T H O S E T H AT
YOUNG P E O P L E V I E W A S I M P O R TA N T T O T H E I R
LIVES.

THEY HYPOTHESIZE THAT
“CONTROVERSY INVITES DELIBERATION,
THEREBY PROVIDING STUDENTS WITH
A FORUM TO VOICE THEIR OPINIONS,
AND, POTENTIALLY SPARK THEIR
INTERESTS.”
sPeer-centered, critical discussion of politics can be an
effective strategy for youth political mobilization. “CIRCLE
Working Paper #68” by Michael McDevitt summarizes a study of
adolescents living in red and blue counties during the 2006
midterm elections and shows a striking pattern of Democratic
youth thriving in political expression and debate when exposed
to Republican ideological climates. Democratic adolescents
were more likely to talk with parents and friends about politics,
disagree openly, test opinions, and listen to opponents if they
lived in Republican counties compared with Democratic youth
living in liberal or balanced counties. Compared to Republican
youth residing in the same communities, Democratic youth
in Republican counties were also more likely to engage in
political discussion, to pay attention to news media, and to
express confidence in their ability to comprehend campaign

CIRCLE research supports this approach and provides

issues. The results of the report suggest that Democratic iden-

research-tested

incorpo-

tity is frequently expressed in deliberative and conflict-seek-

rate discussion of controversial issues in their classroom.

ing activities, while Republican identity is often grounded

strategies

to

help

teachers

in knowledge. Overall, the study suggests the value of peersPlanned, moderated discussions of controversial
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critical discussion as a strategy for youth political mobilization.

issues teach essential democratic skills and encourages students’ interest in current issues. In Controversy

sYet, average and low-income students are less likely

in the Classroom, Diana Hess provides research-based advice

to receive opportunities to engage in political debates

about how to define “controversial issues” and handle them

or panel discussions. According to “CIRCLE Working

in classrooms. The longitudinal study of high school stu-

Paper #59” by Joseph Kahne and Ellen Middaugh, students

dents that is a major source of data for this book was partly

in higher-income school districts are more than one-and-a-

funded by CIRCLE. Hess argues that planned, moderated discus-

half times more likely to report having political debates and

sions of controversial issues teach essential democratic skills.

panel discussions than students in average income districts.

Moreover, in “CIRCLE Working Paper #57,” Amy K. Syvertsen,

sState policies do not help, although policies to encour-

Constance A. Flanagan, and Michael D. Stout find that discussion

age and support explicit discussion of the news show

of hotly contested issues seems to encourage students’ interest

promise. “CIRCLE Working Paper #56” by Mark Hugo Lopez and

in these topics. The researchers find that discussion of issues

Peter Levine (of CIRCLE), and Kenneth Dautrich and David Yalof
Continued on Page 4
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(of University of Connecticut) finds promise in state policies

Chicago Community Trust, not CIRCLE) found that courses

designed to encourage and support explicit discussion of the

that provide service-learning experiences have substantial

news media, especially if students are required to employ news

impact on students’ commitment to civic participation. For

sources in classrooms. The authors use multivariate analysis

more information on their research, see Kahne, J.E. and Sporte,

of data from the Knight Foundation “2005 Future of the First

S.E. (2008) Developing Citizens: The Impact of Civic Learning

Amendment Survey” and other sources. They investigate the

Opportunities on Students’ Commitment to Civic Participation.

effects of courses, state educational policies, school media, and

American Educational Research Journal, 45, 738-766. Finally,

other variables on students’ attitudes toward media, attention

Alberto Dávila and Marie Mora found that students were more

to media, knowledge of media, and media usage. Among other

likely to finish high school and graduate from college if they

results, they find that students are more likely to use the news

participated in high school classes with mandatory community

media regularly when their teachers have required the use of

service (a rough proxy for service-learning). Their complete

news media in classes. Overall, however, the authors find very

findings are contained in “CIRCLE Working Papers #52 and #53.”

few effects of existing state policies on students’ knowledge,
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activities, and values. A version of this working paper has been
published as, Lopez, M.H., Dautrich, K., Yalof, D., and Levine, P.
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A P P R O A C H # 3 D E S I G N A N D IMPLEMENT
P R O G R A M S T H AT P R O V I D E STUDENTS WITH
O P P O R T U N I T I E S T O A P P LY WHAT THEY LEARN
T H R O U G H P E R F O R M I N G C O MMUNITY SERVICE
T H AT I S L I N K E D T O T H E F O R MAL CURRICULUM
A N D C L A S S R O O M I N S T R U C T ION.

«

(2009). Schools, Education Policy and the Future of the First
Amendment. Political Communication, v. 26, no. 1, 84-101.

APPROACH #4 OFFER EXTRACURRICULAR
ACTIVITIES THAT PROVIDE OPPORTUNITIES
FOR YOUNG PEOPLE TO BE INVOLVED IN THEIR
SCHOOLS OR COMMUNITIES.
Long-term studies of Americans show that those who participate in extracurricular activities in high school remain
more civically engaged than their contemporaries even
decades later. The longest study that shows this pattern
was begun by Kent Jennings in the 1960s. In the last two
years, CIRCLE has not published new studies of the effects
of extracurricular activities, although “CIRCLE Working Paper

Research has long shown that service-learning, when done

#69” by Hugh McIntosh and Marco A. Muñoz finds posi-

well, can have a positive civic impact on students, including

tive relationships between non-sports club participation

increasing civic and political skills, civic attitudes and commu-

and civic engagement in the Louisville, KY public schools.

nity participation. Over the past two years, our research did not
yield new studies of this approach, although CIRCLE co-organized annual conferences for “emerging scholars” in k-12 ser-

APPROACH #5 ENCOURAGE STUDENT
PARTICIPATION IN SCHOOL GOVERNANCE.

vice-learning, collaborating with colleagues at the University of
Minnesota’s International Center for Research on Community

A long tradition of research suggests that giving students

Engagement (ICRCE) and Brandeis University’s Center for Youth

more opportunities to participate in the management of

and Communities. Some of the papers presented at those

their own classrooms and schools builds their civic skills and

meetings have been collected in a forthcoming book edited

attitudes. Historically, this finding is not based so much on

by Trae Stewart and Nicole Webster. Further, CIRCLE’s cur-

program evaluations and experiments as on survey results.

rent project on social networks involves service-learning.

However, a recent evaluation of a high school intervention
designed to encourage school-wide democratic delibera-

From past CIRCLE-supported research, we know that service-

tion supports this finding and provides new information on

learning is most effective when it lasts for at least one semester,

the effects of student involvement in school governance.

is linked to standards, involves direct contact with service recipients, and includes cognitively challenging reflection activities

sSchool-wide democratic deliberation may help to

among other components (see “CIRCLE Working Paper #33,” by

increase community service participation among stu-

Shelley Billig and colleagues). Findings from Joseph Kahne and

dents of all backgrounds. “CIRCLE Working Paper #70”

Susan Sporte’s longitudinal study of students in the Chicago

describes a five-year evaluation of a high school program

Public Schools (funded by the Spencer Foundation and the

designed to encourage school-wide democratic deliberation.
Continued on Page 5
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The intervention involved, in part, organizing the school into

First, the teacher is an important factor. In their chapters for

clusters of 100 to 150 students that met for one hour each

Engaging Young People in Civic Life, Joseph Kahne, Ellen

week to discuss governance and other school-related issues,

Middaugh and Diana Hess conclude with the recommenda-

perform community service, and pursue other cluster-related

tion that more attention be paid to professional development

activities. The researchers, Hugh McIntosh, Sheldon Berman,

for teachers of civics. CIRCLE has not published research on

and James Youniss, found that over the five-year evaluation,

the effects of professional development since 2005 (when

the rate of participation in community service increased by 23

a CIRCLE fact sheet by Judith Torney-Purta, Carolyn Henry

percentage points. They attribute this increase to the cluster-

Barber, and Wendy Klandl Richardson found a positive link

ing intervention, since 17% of all seniors (28 of 169) in 2007

between professional development and student achieve-

reported that the only service they performed was in their

ment in civics). However, recent CIRCLE research does find

cluster. In addition, they note that the increase in community

significant variation in how teachers approach this subject

service participation spread widely throughout the student

and indicates that teachers’ approaches matter.

population, including males and females, Whites and nonWhites, high- and low-SES students, highly active students,

sSocial studies teachers are using a wide variety of

and students who seldom get involved in non-academic

teaching techniques. “CIRCLE Working Paper #57” by Amy

school activities. The qualitative findings from this study sup-

K. Syvertsen, Constance A. Flanagan, and Michael D. Stout

port the idea that adult support plays an important role in

examines the association between activities regularly used

building youth civic engagement.

in high school civic education courses (e.g., staging a mock
election) and their impact on key student outcomes. The

THE QUALITATIVE FINDINGS FROM
THIS STUDY SUPPORT THE IDEA
THAT ADULT SUPPORT PLAYS AN
IMPORTANT ROLE IN BUILDING YOUTH
CIVIC ENGAGEMENT.
APPRO A C H # 6 E N C O U R A G E S T U D E N T S ’
PARTIC I PAT I O N I N S I M U L AT I O N S O F
DEMOC R AT I C P R O C E S S E S A N D P R O C E D U R E S .

authors investigate a range of usual practices used by social
studies teachers and assess whether various practices have
a demonstrable impact on targeted civic outcomes for students. They find that teachers use a variety of teaching activities to promote civic outcomes. For example, when teaching
about electoral politics the most common strategies include:
discussing the presidential debate in class (99%), mock elections (90%), and acquainting students with the voting process
(90%). The least common activities include: field trips to local
polling sites (nine percent), mock debates (26%), and candi-

Simulations of democratic processes and procedures offer

date visits to the class (23%). Ninety-two percent of teachers

students important opportunities for developing knowledge

ask students to “compare/contrast candidates’ positions” and

and honing civic skills. In addition to CIRCLE’s work with class-

84% encourage “active listening.” Activities that encourage

room-based simulations, other civics simulations have been

communication skill development are more varied. While

developed recently by Our Courts (http://www.ourcourts.org/

80% of teachers report that they encourage students to “sup-

founded by Justice Sandra Day O’Connor) and Ashoka’s Youth

port opinions with facts” only 19% ask their students to “write

Venture (http://www.genv.net/), but evaluations are not yet

elected officials.”

available.
Second, civic education takes place in schools that are profoundly affected by standards and accountability measures,

RESEA R C H O N T E A C H E R D E V E L O P M E N T,
STAND A R D S A N D T E S T I N G , A N D A C A D E M I C
IMPAC T S
“Promising practices” are pedagogical strategies or approaches that can be adopted by a teacher or a school. The research
summarized in The Civic Mission of Schools report and in this
article suggests that six promising practices for civic education work when done well. But there are other aspects to civic
education.

5

such as high-stakes testing. As noted above, CIRCLE’s study
entitled Getting Narrower at the Base found that civics was
shrinking in the elementary grades (although not at high
school), and although the direct cause was not NCLB, broader
trends in standards and accountability may have shrunk
the curriculum. In a briefing paper for the Campaign for the
Civic Mission of Schools, CIRCLE researchers Kei KawashimaGinsberg and Peter Levine reviewed the literature on accountability measures. They found no clear evidence
Continued on Page 12
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EVALUATION OF LARGE URBAN SCHOOL DISTRICT SHOWS SCHOOLS CAN
INCREASE CIVIC ENGAGEMENT
In “CIRCLE Working Paper #69,” Hugh McIntosh and Marco

Table 1: JCPS Conceptual Framework for Measures of Civic

A. Muñoz examine the civic engagement outcomes that the

Engagement

Jefferson County Public School System (JCPS) in Louisville, KY,
Indicator

has chosen to promote in its students. Using a large sample in
Civic Activity

Political Activity

Problem-Solving
Activity

Individual Action

Environmental
Conservation

Intention to
Vote

Willingness to
Contact Public
Official

Social Action

Community
Service

Political
Discussion

Personal Efficacy

an urban school district, the study finds that the most important
predictors of youth civic engagement are community service,
political discussion, and environmental conservation.
This study reinforces other research that shows community ser-

APRIL 2010

vice, discussion of politics, and extracurricular activities (other
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than sports) boost civic engagement. Moreover, the findings

The researchers conclude that community service, political dis-

provide new evidence for the potential value of environmental

cussion and environmental conservation are the “basic first

conservation, conflict resolution, and character education as

steps towards well-rounded citizenship.” While all six outcome

pathways to civic engagement.

variables predicted civic engagement, the authors divided the
variables into levels of higher and lower importance based on

The findings presented in “CIRCLE Working Paper #69” are based

whether they “represent actual civic behavior or a disposition

on a survey of students in Jefferson County’s 21 high schools

toward civic behavior.” Community service, political discussion

during the 2007-2008 and 2008-2009 school years. Almost

and environmental conservation ranked on the higher level

40,000 surveys were completed over the two years of the

because they were “real, direct forms of civic action” and each

study. To download “CIRCLE Working Paper #69: Predicting Civic

behavior was positively associated with four or more of the civic

Engagement in Urban High School Students” please visit

outcomes. The researchers note, “Schools that arrange for these

http://www.civicyouth.org/?p=366.

activities not only provide students with opportunities for civic
action but also give them experience in politics and civil society.”

F I RS T S T E P T O C I V I C E N G A G E MENT: OFFER
C O M M U N I T Y S E R V I C E , P O L I T I C AL DISCUSSION
A N D E N V I R O N M E N TA L C O N S E R VATION
OPPORTUNITIES
As outlined in The Civic Mission of Schools report, schools can
use “six promising practices” to encourage civic engagement
among their students. Using the six approaches as a starting

THE RESEARCHERS CONCLUDE THAT
COMMUNITY SERVICE, POLITICAL
DISCUSSION AND ENVIRONMENTAL
CONSERVATION ARE THE “BASIC FIRST
STEPS TOWARDS WELL-ROUNDED
CITIZENSHIP.”

point, the JCPS developed its own conceptual framework (see
Table 1) to measure the civic outcomes that the school district
desires to promote now and in the future. McIntosh and Muñoz
tested the model to see which student actions and activities
predicted civic engagement in the Louisville public school

NEXT STEP: NON-SPORT EXTRACURRICULAR
ACTIVITIES, CONFLICT RESOLUTION SKILL
BUILDING, AND POSITIVE CHARACTER
DEVELOPMENT

population. Variables in the model tested included six civic outcomes (shown in Table 1) as well as “positive predictors” such as

Schools can also encourage civic engagement by providing

non-sport extracurricular activities, conflict resolution skills, and

extracurricular activities other than sports, by teaching conflict

academic grades.

resolution skills, and by promoting positive character development. However, the research suggests that these activities
should be considered an “intermediate level of importance.”
These three activities as well as civic outcomes that measure
dispositions as opposed to actual behavior (intention to vote,

W W W. C I V I C Y O U T H . O R G

willingness to contact an official, and personal efficacy) were consis-

tunities, political discussions and environmental conservation activi-

tently and positively associated with four or five of the civic outcomes

ties as a first step to encouraging the development of well-rounded

(see Table 2). While conflict resolution skills are not traditionally asso-

citizens. Non-sport extracurricular activities, conflict resolution skill

ciated with civic education, the authors note that resolving conflict

building, and character education may also provide pathways to civic

could be considered a civic skill. They note, “Conflict resolution skill

engagement. «

may enable youth to engage in difficult civic issues, whereas youth
without that skill may avoid getting involved.”

WHILE CONFLICT RESOLUTION SKILLS ARE
NOT TRADITIONALLY ASSOCIATED WITH
CIVIC EDUCATION, THE AUTHORS NOTE
THAT RESOLVING CONFLICT COULD BE
CONSIDERED A CIVIC SKILL.
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Table 2: Positive Predictors of Youth Civic Engagement by Level of
Importance

«

Top Level
Community service*
Political discussion*
Envrionmental discussion*

Intermediate Level
Personal efficacy*
Willingness to contact official*
Intention to vote*
Non-sport extracurricular activities
Conflict resolution skill
Positive character

Basic Level
School engagement
School discussion climate
School belonging
Sport extracurricular activities
School support
Academic grades
Grade in school
* outcomes

The research provides evidence that many common civic education
practices do indeed promote civic engagement. Schools with limited
resources should consider incorporating community service oppor-
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MASSACHUSETTS SENATE ELECTION: YOUTH TURNOUT WAS JUST 15%
COMPARED TO 57% FOR OLDER CITIZENS; YOUNG VOTERS FAVORED
COAKLEY
In the January special election for Massachusetts Senator, young

according to the Rasmussen survey, most young people who

voters (age 18-29) preferred Democrat Martha Coakley over

did vote for Coakley were enthusiastic about their vote: 89% of

Republican Scott Brown by 58%-40% (with two percent for other

her young supporters said they voted for her, not against Scott

candidates), according to a survey of 1,000 voters conducted on

Brown; and 43% were “very favorable” toward her. Their most

January 19, 2010 by Rasmussen Reports.

important issue was the economy, whereas for voters overall, the
number one issue was health care.

About 15% of Massachusetts citizens between the ages of 18-29
turned out to vote.* For citizens age 30 and older, turnout was

Of those Massachusetts voters who said that health care was

about 57%.

the most important issue in the Senate campaign (56%), 86%

APRIL 2010

opposed the Democrats’ plan – this may have been one contribu-
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In 2008, 25% of young citizens (age 18-29) voted in the

tor to Scott Brown’s victory. Young voters, however, favored the

Massachusetts presidential primary, and 48% of young

health care plan, 55%-40%.

Massachusetts citizens voted in the 2008 general election,
according to CIRCLE’s analysis. Seventy-eight percent of under-

Young voters were less likely to be “strong” supporters of

30 voters in Massachusetts chose Barack Obama in the 2008

President Obama than Massachusetts voters overall (30% of

general election; 20% chose John McCain.

youth versus 35% of all voters), but they were more likely to
support him at least “somewhat” (67% support the president

Y O U T H V O T E R T U R N O U T A N D E NTHUSIASM DOWN
S I N C E 2 0 0 8 P R E S I D E N T I A L E L E CTION
While national youth turnout was very strong in 2008 (when
51% of young American citizens voted), youth turnout in the
2009 Virginia and New Jersey Gubernatorial races was poor
(17% and 19%, respectively), and even lower in January’s
special election in Massachusetts. “Three state elections do
not necessarily make a national trend, but there is clearly
an issue right now with youth turnout and enthusiasm,” said
CIRCLE director Peter Levine. “It will be interesting to see the
turnout of young voters in November’s mid-term elections.”

“THREE STATE ELECTIONS DO NOT
NECESSARILY MAKE A NATIONAL TREND,
BUT THERE IS CLEARLY AN ISSUE RIGHT
NOW WITH YOUTH TURNOUT AND
ENTHUSIASM,” SAID CIRCLE DIRECTOR
PETER LEVINE.
Y O U N G M A S S A C H U S E T T S V O T E RS CITE THE
E C O N O M Y A S M O S T I M P O R TA N T ISSUE
Massachusetts voters age 18 to 29 preferred Coakley over Brown,
58% to 40%, (with two percent for other candidates). Moreover,

W W W. C I V I C Y O U T H . O R G

“somewhat” or “strongly”). «

* To estimate the turnout of young people who voted in the 2010 Massachusetts Senate
Special Election, CIRCLE used the following data sources: (1) the number of ballots cast in
the Sentate Special Election according to the New York Times (2) the youth share of those
who voted, as reported by Rasmussen’s survey of people who said that they voted, and (3)
the estimated number of 18-to-29 year-old citizens taken from the 2009 Census Current
Population Survey, December File.

CIRCLE IN THE NEWS
DIRECTOR PETER LEVINE DISCUSSES THE
IMPLICATIONS OF THE YOUTH VOTE FOR
CONSERVATIVES

n “THE MILLENIALS IN MASSACHUSETTS,” BY MARK
BAUERLEIN, CHRONICLE OF HIGH EDUCATION, 1/23/2010
n “YOUNG VOTERS WERE NO-SHOWS IN MASSACHUSETTS,”
METEOR BLADES, DAILY KOS, 1/21/2010
n “YOUTH STILL INSPIRED BY OBAMA, BUT IMPATIENT FOR
CHANGE,” BY KEVIN SIMPSON, DENVER POST, 1/20/2010
n “COAKLEY, OBAMA, AND HEALTHCARE: LOOKING AT
THE NUMBERS,” BY JEREMY BINCKES, HUFFINGTON POST,
1/20/2010

In 2008, President Barack Obama and the Democratic Party
were especially successful at engaging young voters through
grassroots mechanisms such as social media and the internet. Discussed in NPR’s segment “Tea Party Weighs How to
Win Over Young Voters,”1 the Tea Party movement – a group
comprised of those opposed to big government and the
U.S. stimulus package – seeks to engage conservative youth,
using similar strategies as the Democrats used in 2008.
CIRCLE director Peter Levine touches on the fact that youth

n “DEMOCRATS STRUGGLE TO RALLY BASE FOR UPCOMING
VOTES,” BY SUSAN MILLIGAN, BOSTON GLOBE, 1/17/2010
n “RUNNING SCARED, RUNNING HARD,” BY SUSAN
MILLIGAN, BOSTON SUNDAY GLOBE, 1/17/2010
n “SENATE ELECTION TUESDAY,” BY DONNA WHITEHEAD,
MANSFIELD NEWS, 1/16/2010

enthusiasm for President Obama in the past election does
not guarantee continued faith in the Democratic Party among
youth. Levine acknowledges that young voters are “faced
and that “it would be very easy to change their minds about
the effectiveness of government.” Moreover, Republican Bob
McDonald’s victory among voters under 30 in the Virginia’s
2009 Gubernatorial Election illustrates that young voters’ sup-

n “YOUNG VOTERS MAY NOT OVERWHELM THE POLLS,”
BY COURTNEY CAMERON, MANSFIELD NEWS, 1/12/2010
n “COMMENTARY: GOP NEEDS TO CATCH UP TO OBAMA’S
WEB SAVVY,” BY LESLIE SANCHEZ, CNN INTERACTIVE,
1/7/2010
n “CI RECIEVES RECOGNITION IN ‘08 CAMPUS VOTES
CHALLENGE,” VENTURA COUNTY STAR, 12/15/2009
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with a lot of things including a high unemployment rate,”

port for the Democratic Party may be fragile. However, Levine
notes that focusing on social issues could be detrimental to
the Republican Party, as generally, liberal young voters might
view conservatives’ positions as intolerant. “Young people,
surveys show, are quite tolerant, especially toward gays,
minorities and immigrants,” he says. Conservatives now seek
to minimize the margin that was built up in the last election,
whereas Democrats are hoping for continued engagement
among the young liberal voters who came out in 2008. To hear
the complete story, visit NPR’s Web site at http://www.npr.org/
templates/story/story.php?storyId=123399679.
1

February 5, 2010 Morning Edition
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RESEARCH TO PRACTICE
FROM RESEARCH TO PRACTICE, A COLUMN DEDICATED TO
RECOGNIZING SUCCESSFUL “BRIDGES” BETWEEN RESEARCHERS
AND PRACTITIONERS, REPORTS ON RESEARCH WITH PRACTICAL
IMPLICATIONS FOR YOUTH CIVIC ENGAGEMENT.

RETURNING VETERANS CONTINUE SERVICE STATESIDE

“Having meaningful connections with the community as well as

THE MISSION CONTINUES

society,” concludes CIRCLE’s recent fact sheet on volunteering

Similar to Swords to Plowshares, The Mission Continues is trying to

APRIL 2010

volunteering appears to help veterans reintegrate back into civil
among young veterans. It is a sentiment echoed by organizations

connect young veterans with the skills they need. “[Veterans] gain

that interface regularly with young veterans. What these organiza-

leadership skills in the military,” Lyndsey Hodges of The Mission

tions do differs, but their outlook is similar: they support young

Continues explains, “they come back and they are lost because

veterans’ healthy transition to civilian life. This article focuses on

the skills don’t always translate [to civilian life].” This is why The

10

just a few of the many organizations that are connecting returning

Mission Continues has started a fellowship program for wounded

service members to volunteer opportunities.

and disabled veterans.

«

SWORDS TO PLOWSHARES
Roughly 20% of Swords to Plowshares’ constituents are “current era” veterans. The vision of Swords to Plowshares is that “all
veterans will have access to the care and services they need to
rebuild their lives.”1 Colleen Corliss, a staff member at Swords to

“[VETERANS] GAIN LEADERSHIP SKILLS
IN THE MILITARY,” LYNDSEY HODGES
OF THE MISSION CONTINUES EXPLAINS,
“THEY COME BACK AND THEY ARE LOST
BECAUSE THE SKILLS DON’T ALWAYS
TRANSLATE [TO CIVILIAN LIFE].”

Plowshares, finds that it is the current era veterans who are most
likely to need vocational training or employment help. Her organization’s new green jobs program does just this.

“The Mission Continues was built on the belief that our returning wounded should be recognized not only for the sacrifices

“Swords to Solar Panels,” as one newspaper described it, is a pro-

they have made, but for everything they have left to give,” writes

gram of Swords to Plowshares that started in the summer of 2009

Kenneth Harbaugh, Executive Director and co-founder of The

with a grant from the U.S. Department of Labor.2 It is a “green jobs

Mission Continues.3 Each fellowship lasts at least 14 weeks and is

program” that partners with local community colleges in the San

usually a full-time commitment. The Mission Continues staff works

Francisco Bay area, including San Jose Community College, Diablo

with each interested veteran to fit a fellowship to what the veter-

Valley Community College, and Laney College. Participants learn

ans needs. Hodges says that some fellowships do lead to jobs or to

how to install solar panels and weatherize homes. Corliss said that

new networks for the veterans.

it’s not intended to be just a job but rather a career path. The program has already graduated a cohort of young veterans and plans

Right now the program has about eight fellows, but has funded a

to have three cohorts go through the six week program this spring.

total of 48 in its tenure, and is in the process of growing. “So many

Civic-mindedness is not relegated only to the green jobs program,

[veterans] want to continue their service,” says Hodges. This is why

however. According to Corliss, “[Swords to Plowshares] also runs

at The Mission Continues they are trying to “reshape the conversa-

supportive housing programs for nearly 200 veterans, a group of

tion” about how veterans are treated when they return from war.

whom volunteer their time to support community activities and
organizations as part of their comprehensive treatment program.”

W W W. C I V I C Y O U T H . O R G

Continued on Page 11

STUD E N T V E T E R A N S O F A M E R I C A
Student Veterans of America has over 200 chapters across the country, whose membership ranges “from five to a couple hundred,” says
Brian Hawthorne, the group’s Legislative Director. Hawthorne is an
undergraduate at George Washington University, where he also runs
the campus chapter. The group started, he says, when some student
veterans began outreach efforts and realized that many others
shared their concerns and experiences.
Hawthorne believes strongly in the potential of education. He
believes that “schools can be a solution to a lot of the problems fac-

In addition to meetings on Capitol Hill, at the White House and with
the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs, the group conducts trainings
on such topics as public speaking and how to work with Congress.
IAVA has a detailed legislative agenda for 2010.5 Past legislative
priorities included: passing a new GI Bill, support for traumatic brain
injury screening, and setting priorities for how Veterans Affairs hospitals receive funds.
Applicants to Storm the Hill come from a handful of sources, including IAVA’s online network called Community of Veterans.6 The site
describes itself as “the first and only online social network exclusively
for Iraq and Afghanistan veterans.” «

ing veterans.” At the same time, he says that “you have to be able to
succeed in school-- it’s not just going to school.” He finds that campus
chapters often form as a result of a local concern like a particular
school policy where “GI Bill benefits are not being taken seriously” or
where veterans are having “trouble with getting paid.”
Chapters are encouraged to get involved with their local communi-

ENDNOTES
1
2
3
4
5
6

http://www.swords-to-plowshares.org/
http://www.eastbayexpress.com/ebx/swords-to-solar-panels/Content?oid=1547627
http://www.missioncontinues.org/About/About_Us
More information about the event can be found at http://www.stormthehill.org/
This legislative agenda can be found at: http://iava.org/iava-in-washington/legislative-agenda
http://iava.org/form

ties, speak with local leaders, and volunteer at local Veterans Affairs
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«

hospitals. Hawthorne finds these activities are not just meant to
encourage student veterans to “be a part of the process” but also
to help others “recognize the barriers to re-integration into a community.”
In addition, on a national level Hawthorne coordinates legislative
work in which they “try and improve benefits for veterans…making
sure [the] new GI Bill is what it’s supposed to be [and is] equitably
implemented.” Student Veterans of America runs a national conference that sets future priorities and chooses national leadership.

HAWTHORNE FINDS THESE ACTIVITIES ARE
NOT JUST MEANT TO ENCOURAGE STUDENT
VETERANS TO BE “PART OF THE PROCESS”
BUT ALSO TO HELP OTHERS “RECOGNIZE
THE BARRIERS TO RE-INTEGRATION INTO
COMMUNITY.”
IRAQ A N D A F G H A N I S TA N V E T E R A N S O F A M E R ICA
Iraq and Afghanistan Veterans of America (IAVA) just concluded their
5th annual Storm the Hill event in Washington, D.C.4 The event brings
together a selected group of young veterans from across the country
who applied and where chosen to participate. Hundreds of veterans
applied for the 2010 event.
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RESEARCH ROUNDUP
Continued from Page 5
that any particular system of accountability would drive better

tion (either by itself or in combination with lecture-based civic edu-

instruction in civics. Additionally, Lopez, Dautrich, Yalof, and Levine

cation) score the highest on ‘21st Century Competencies,’ including

(2009) had found no variation in student outcomes attributable to dif-

working with others (especially in diverse groups) and knowledge

ferences in state policies. However, Kawashima-Ginsberg and Levine

of economic and political processes. Students who experience

did find some promise in two potential policies. Schools could be

neither interactive nor lecture-based civic education have the low-

held accountable for the civic opportunities they offer to students,

est scores on all of the 21st Century competencies examined. This

and students can be given tasks involving analysis, deliberation, plan-

group, which comprises about one-quarter of all American stu-

ning, and action that assess their civic knowledge, skills, and values.

dents, shows not only low levels of knowledge but also a relatively
low level of willingness to obey the law.

Finally, emerging research is finding that there need not be any tradeoff between civic education and success in other subjects. On the

s Moreover, academic progress may encourage civic engage-

contrary, high-quality, interactive civic education may be an excellent

ment. In “CIRCLE Working Paper #67,” Andrea Finlay and Connie

path to academic success.

Flanagan find that young adults (those between the ages of 16 and

12

«

are also more likely to participate in civic activities such as voting, vol-

Competencies through Civic Education Classrooms,”is a report by Judith

unteering, and accessing social media to discuss current events. This

Torney-Purta and Britt S. Wilkenfeld, commissioned by the American

relationship holds for young adults from low-income backgrounds as

Bar Association Division for Public Education and the Campaign for the

well as high-income backgrounds. The authors propose several inter-

Civic Mission of Schools with some involvement by CIRCLE. They find:

pretations of their findings: educational progress may lead to higher
levels of engagement; sustained service may link young adults to

Civic education, especially when it is interactive and involves discus-

opportunities and mentors that assist them in continuing their educa-

sion of current issues, is an important way to develop the skills that

tion; and more motivated young adults may be more likely to continue

young Americans need to succeed in the 21st century workforce.

their education and get engaged in civic affairs. «

Students who experience interactive discussion-based civic educa-

CIRCLE
Jonathan M. Tisch College of Citizenship
and Public Service
Lincoln Filene Hall
Tufts University
Medford, MA 02155
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30 at baseline) who make academic progress over a four year period
s Civic education boosts 21st century skills.“Paths to 21st Century

